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enthusiasm, now running high on either side of the Channel,
precluded any possibility of the Allies consenting to abandon
the conflict without a serious attempt to draw the teeth of their
adversary and put it out of his power to commit further
aggression for some time to come. It was accordingly decided
to seize Sebastopol, his fortified naval base in the Black
Sea, and destroy the fleet which had taken refuge in that
harbour.
Accordingly in the middle of September a force of 63,000
men was transported to the western shore of the Crimean
peninsula, and effected its landing unopposed at a point some
30 miles north of Sebastopol. The British contingent, 27,000
strong, was organised in one cavalry division and five infantry
divisions, under the command of Lord Raglan, one of
Wellington's most trusted officers and steeped in the Welling-
tonian tradition;1 28,000 French under St. Arnaud and 7000
Turks comprised the remainder of the army. To oppose them
the Russian leader, Menschikoff, could put into line only some
37,000 men on the heights overlooking the Alma stream. The
battle, ill conducted on all sides, ended, despite the French
failure to bring all their strength to bear, in a decided victory
for the Allies. The Russian positions were vigorously stormed
by the British regiments, in numbers but little superior to those
of the defenders, and Menschikoff, conceiving himself unable to
conduct an active defence of Sebastopol, abandoned the care
of the fortress to a mixed garrison of some 36,000 men, more
than half of them sailors from the fleet, and withdrew with his
field army to the interior of the Crimea. His adversaries,
shrinking from the costly process of an assault on the northern
defences, moved round to the east of the place, and passing en
route, without realising it, close to the rear of the retiring
Russian host, took up position before the south front, on the
plateau known as the Chersonese Upland. The necessary
interval of time which elapsed before they could disembark
and bring forward their siege artillery was put to excellent use
by the garrison, who, under the energetic direction of Todleben,
so strengthened their defences that when the besiegers' guris
finally opened their bombardment, the results achieved, though
in themselves satisfactory, were insufficient to warrant the
delivery"of an assault. A few days before this St. Arnaud had
died of disease, and was replaced at the head of the French army
by Canrobert.
"   Meanwhile Menschikoff was preparing a counter-offensive.
His first blow was delivered on October 25 by a corps of 25,000
1 So much so that he frequently, throughout the campaign, referred to
his enemy as " the French ".

